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• Recombination
• Saha Equation

• Angular Power Spectrum
• Gravitational Effects
◦ Light propagation 
◦ Sachs-Wolfe Equation

• Hydrodynamical Effects
◦ Sound Speed
◦ Acoustic Oscillations 

• No time for: 
◦ CMB lensing / Polarisation
◦ Tensor perturbations (Gravitational 

Waves)
We will mostly follow Wayne Hu “Lecture Notes on CMB Theory: 
From Nucleosynthesis to Recombination” (arXiv:0802.3688) 

Class Outline



In 1965 Arno Penzias and Robert Wilson working for 
Bell Labs were observing the sky with a radio 
telescope which had been built to investigate radio 
transmission from communication satellites. 

They were using the most advanced radio receiver of the time, a so called horn 
antenna, cooled with liquid Helium to suppress interference with the detector heat. 

They find a mysterious background noise corresponding to an antenna 
temperature of about 3.5K at 7.35 cm, this persisted even after checking all the 
equipment and scraping out a “white dialectic material” (bird poo)

A brief history of the CMB



Nobel Prize for Physics in 2006 to George Smoot and John Mather for 
the measurement of Blackbody Radiation and the detection of temperature 
anisotropies in the CMB

COBE 1989 to 1993

A brief history of the CMB



Then came further space missions which 
improved the resolution of the 2D maps and also 
brought measurements of the polarisation 

A brief history of the CMB



The Cosmic Microwave Background

All you need to do is to detect radio 
waves. For example, 1% of noise on 
the TV is from the fireball Universe

Prof. Hiranya Peiris
（Univ. College London）



Temperature Anisotropies CMB Temperature Anisotropy
• Planck map of the temperature anisotropy (first discovered by

COBE) from recombination:
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Polarisation Anisotropies CMB Temperature Anisotropy
• Planck map of the temperature anisotropy (first discovered by

COBE) from recombination:

�300 �200 �100 0 100 200 300
µKcmb



Why study the CMB



Gravitational Effects: Light Propagation in a Clumpy Universe



Hydrodynamical Effects: Physics of a Hot Soup
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The actors

“baryons” Photons

“Dark Matter” 
Neutrinos

Gravity

Thomson Scattering
p+

e-

He++

? ?
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The stage

FLRW

Perturbed FLRW

ds2 = − dt2 + a2(t)d ⃗x 2

= a2(η)[−dη2 + d ⃗x 2]
a: scale factor =1 today
x: comoving coordinate
eta: conformal time

ds2 = a2(η)[−(1 + 2Ψ)dη2 + (1 − 2Φ)d ⃗x 2]
Φ ≪ 1; Ψ ≪ 1



The stage



Recombination



Recombination

• Free election fraction: 

xe(z) =
Ne

NH0 + NP
=

Ne

NH
Ne = xeNH

• Characteristic Density: 
N̄H ≈ 300 cm−3 ( 1 + z

103 )
3

• Thomson cross-section: σT = 6.65 × 10−25 cm2

• Probability of Thomson scattering in [t, t+dt]:
dPscat = σTNedt [c = 1]



Recombination

• Average # of scatterings in [t,t0]:

Nscat = ∫
t0

t
dt′ σTNe(t′ ) ≡ τ(t; t0)

• Thompson 
Optical 
Depth

• Probability of not scattering between t and t0

PNo scat(t, t0) = e−τ(t;t0)

• Probability of scattering for the last time in [t,t+dt]:

gt(t) dt = e−τ(t;t0) NeσT dt



Recombination

• This is called the “Thomson Visibility function”

• Can also define: gη(η) = gt(t)
dt
dη

= agt(t)

gz(z) = gt(t)
dt
dz

= gt(t)
dt

dln(1 + z)
1

1 + z

gz(z) =
1

(1 + z)H(z)
NeσT e−τ(z;z=0)



Recombination



Recombination

• Estimate of Hydrogen recombination:

Tγ = 2.73 K (1 + z) = 0.2eV
1 + z
1000

• Ionization energy of H: EI ≈ 13.6eV

Tγ = EI ⇒ z ∼ 60,000

• Slightly better estimate:

Nγ

NH
∼ 109

T E𝛾EI =13.6 eV

dNγ

dlnEγ
Nγ(Eγ > EI) ≈ NH

Gives z~2,000



Recombination

• Even better: Saha Equilibrium
Assumptions: 

1) e- + p <—> H0 + gamma in equilibrium 
2) 
3) photons are a perfect blackbody at all energies -> 

Tb ( = Te = Tp = TH0) = Tγ ≡ T
μγ = 0

x2
e

1 − xe eq

=
(2πmeT)3/2

h3NH
exp [−EI /T]



Recombination



CMB Temperature Anisotropy
• Power spectrum shows characteristic scales where the intensity of

variations peak - reveals geometry and contents of the universe:
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• Temperature Power Spectrum 
• Contains information on

• Geometry 
• Contents of the Universe 

CMB Anisotropies 



CMB Anisotropies 
CMB Power Spectra
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• Power spectra
of CMB

– temperature

– polarization

– lensing

• Power Spectrum of 
• Temperature 
• Polarisation 
• Lensing



• Lets begin to decompose the 
signal

• Which physics is producing these 
features 

Schematic Outline
• Take apart features in the power spectrum
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The Cosmic Microwave Background

• Angular distribution of radiation is the 3D 
temperature field projected onto a shell - 
surface of last scattering

• Shell radius is distance from the observer to 
recombination: called the last scattering 
surface

• Take the radiation distribution at last 
scattering to also be described by an 
isotropic temperature fluctuation field Θ(x)



Angular Power Spectrum



• Mathematically:

Angular Power Spectrum

f (ν, n̂, x) = [exp(2πν/T(n̂; x)) − 1]−1

Θ(n̂) =
T(n̂) − T̄

T̄
= ∑

ℓm

ΘℓmYℓm(n̂)

• We use spherical harmonics. These are the eigenfunctions of the 
Laplace operator on the sphere and form a complete basis for 
scalar functions on the sky:

⟨Θ*ℓmΘℓ′ m′ ⟩ = δℓℓ′ 
δmm′ 

Cℓ

• The ensemble average of the temperature fluctuations are 
described by the power spectrum:



• Continuity Equation:

Hydrodynamical Effects

·nγ + ∇ . (nγvγ) = 0

• Adding expansion:
·nγ + 3nγ

·a
a

+ ∇ . (nγvγ) = 0

• Linearising: ·

(
δnγ

nγ ) = − ∇ . vγ

Zeroth Order Approximation : tight 
coupling approximation. Ignoring 
the effect of baryons on the fluid 
evolution



• Since , the fractional density fluctuation is related to the 
temperature fluctuation via:

nγ ∝ T3

Hydrodynamical Effects

δnγ

nγ
= 3

δT
T

≡ 3Θ

• Writing the continuity equation in terms of :Θ
·Θ = −

1
3

∇ . vγ

• Taking the Fourier transform we get: ·Θ = −
1
3

ik . vγ



Hydrodynamical Effects

·q +
·a
a

q = F

• Euler Equation: Now let us examine the origin of the fluid 
velocity.

In the background the 
velocity vanishes due to 
isotropy. But pressure 
forces generate particle 
momentum

Additional term decays 
with expansion; 
redshifting for photons, 
bulk velocity reduces in 
expansion for non-
relativistic matter• The momentum density:

(ργ + pγ) vγ ≡ ∫
d3q

(2π)3
q f

·

[(ργ + pγ) vγ] = − 4
·a
a (ργ + pγ) vγ − ∇pγ

4 comes from 1 redshift 
+ 3 from volume effect
Photon-baryon fluid force 
density provided by a 
pressure gradient



Hydrodynamical Effects

• Photons have eqn of state , so the Euler eqn 
becomes: 

p = ρ/3
4
3

ργ
·vγ =

1
3

∇ργ

·vγ = − ikΘ

• In Fourier space:
·vγ = − ∇Θ

Factor i comes from the fact that temp 
max and min are zeros of the velocity 
in real space. Ie temp and velocity 
have a  phase shiftπ/2

·vγ = kΘ defining the velocity amplitude, and 
recognise that the direction of fluid 
velocity is always parallel to wave 
vector k scalar perturbations 



Hydrodynamical Effects

• Combining the continuity & Eulere qns:

··Θ + c2
s k2Θ = 0

With  or more generally c2
s = 1/3

c2
s ≡

·pγ
·ργ

• This has of course a general solution of the form:

Θ(η) = A cos(ks) + B sin(ks)
With the sound horizon 

defined by  s ≡ ∫ csdη

• These standing waves continue to oscillate until recombination. At this point the free 
electron density drops drastically and the photons freely stream to the observer. The 
pattern of acoustic oscillations on the recombination surface seen by the observer 
becomes the acoustic peaks in the temperature anisotropy. 



Hydrodynamical Effects

Θ(η) = Θ(0)cos(ks) +
·Θ(0)
kcs

sin(ks)

• Since the power spectrum is proportional to the square of the fluctuation, both maxima 
and minima contribute peaks in the spectrum. 

• Modes caught in the extrema of their oscillation follow a 
harmonic relation:

kns* = nπ, n = 1,2,3,...
• Giving a fundamental scale or frequency:

kA = π/s*

• Take the mode with finite density (temperature) and vanishing velocity 
perturbation



Hydrodynamical Effects

• Peak location: 
The fundamental physical scale is translated into a fundamental angular 
scale by simple projection according  to  the angular diameter  distance 
DA

θA = λA/DA ℓA = kADA

• In a flat universe the distance is simply , the horizon 
distance and , so

DA ∼ η0 − η* ≈ η0
kA = π/s* = 3π/η*

θA ≈
η*

η0

In a matter dominated universe , 
then  or 

η ∝ a1/2

θA ≈ 2∘ ℓA ≈ 200



Hydrodynamical Effects

• In a curved universe, the  apparent or 
angular  diameter distance  is no  
longer the  conformal distance

• Objects  in  a  closed universe are  
further  than they  appear!



Hydrodynamical Effects

• First implications for cosmological parameters:
• Flat universe indicates critical density and implies 

missing energy given local measures of the matter 
density “dark energy” 

• D also depends on dark energy density and 
equation of state  (from last lecture)

• Even with such basic approximations we have 
already shown that oscillations should exist. 
oscillations will be shifted left and right by 
cosmological parameters influencing the distance to 
last scattering surface - quite remarkable - 

• but we have so much more shape to describe

ΩDE
w = pDE /ρDE



Hydrodynamical Effects

• Acoustic troughs (Doppler Effect)
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Fig. 10. Doppler e↵ect. The Doppler e↵ect provides fluctuations of comparable strength to the local tempera-
ture fluctuations from acoustic oscillations in k-space (lower) providing features at the troughs of the latter. In
angular space, projection e↵ects smooth the Doppler features leaving an acoustic morphology that reflects the
temperature oscillations. The peak height modulation comes from the baryon inertia (§3.4) and the gradual
increase in power with ` from radiation domination (§3.5).

In other words there are no preferred k-modes at harmonics and a scale invariant initial temperature
spectrum would lead to a scale invariant spatial power spectrum at recombination. However the
Doppler e↵ect carries an angular dependence that changes its projection on the sky n̂ ·v� / n̂ · k̂. In
a coordinate system where ẑ k k̂, this angular dependence yields an extra factor of Y10 in the analogue
of Eqn. (38). This extra factor can be reabsorbed into the total angular dependence through Clebsch-
Gordan recoupling (Hu and White 1997)

Y10Y`0 ! Y`±1 0 . (76)

The recoupling implied for the radial harmonics changes j`(x) ! j
0
`
(x). The projection kernel j

0
`
(x)

lacks a strong feature at ` ⇠ x and so Doppler contributions in k are spread out in `. This is
simply a mathematical way of stating that the Doppler e↵ect vanishes when the observer is looking
perpendicular to v k k whereas it is in that direction that the acoustic peaks in temperature gain
most of their contribution. The net e↵ect, including baryonic e↵ects that we discuss below, is that
the peak structure is dominated by the local temperature at recombination and not the local fluid
motion.

3.3 Gravito-Acoustic Oscillations

Thus far we have neglected gravitational forces and redshifts in our discussion of plasma motion. The
true system exhibits gravito-acoustic or Jeans oscillations. We were able to employ this swindle to

Observer

Fluctuation

• Solution
vγ

3
= −

3
k

·Θ =
3

k
kcsΘ(0)sin(ks)



Hydrodynamical Effects

• Continuity Equation and Newtonian Curvature — The photon 
continuity equation for the number density is altered by gravity 
since the presence of a gravitational potential alters the coordinate 
volume. Formally in general relativity this comes from the space-
space piece of the metric – a spatial curvature perturbation Φ 

ds2 = a2 [−(1 + Ψ)dη2 + (1 + 2Φ)dx2] Where  are the 
relativistic analogues of the 
Newtonian potential

Φ and Ψ

• And the continuity eqn now takes the form:

·δnγ + 3nγ

·a
a

+ ∇ . (nγvγ) + 3nγ
·Φ = 0 ·Θ = −

1
3

k . vγ − ·Φ



Hydrodynamical Effects

• Euler Equation revisited - Likewise the gravitational force from 
gradients in the gravitational potential (Ψ, formally the time-time piece 
of the metric perturbation) modifies the momentum conservation 
equation: ·vγ = k (Θ + Ψ)

• Once again Combining the Euler and continuity equations now 
gives a forced simple harmonic oscillator 

··Θ + c2
s k2Θ = −

k2

3
Ψ − ··Φ Photon dominated oscillator 

To make further progress in understanding the effect of gravity on acoustic oscillations we 
need to specify the gravitational potential Ψ ≈ −Φ from the Poisson equation and understand 
its time evolution. 



Hydrodynamical Effects

• In a CDM dominated expansion  , also for photon 
domination  so the oscillator becomes:

·Φ = ·Ψ = 0
c2

s = 1/3

[Θ + Ψ](η) = [Θ + Ψ](0) cos(ks)

• The solution is just an offset of the previous version:

··Θ + ··Φ + c2
s k2 (Θ + Ψ) = 0

•  is also the observed (effective) temperature fluctuation since photos 
lose energy climbing out of the gravitational potential at recobmbiantion

• Effective temperature oscillates around zero with amplitude given  
by the initial conditions  

•

Θ + Ψ



Gravitational Effects

• The Sachs-Wolfe 1/3 — The effective temperature perturbation includes 
both the local temperature Θ and the gravitational redshift factor Ψ. For 

 the oscillator is frozen at its initial conditions ks* ≪ 1
δt
t

= Ψ

• Given the Friedmann equation, this is equivalent to a perturbation in 
the scale factor 

t = ∫
da
aH

∝ ∫
da

aρ1/2
∝ a3(1+w)/2

• During matter domination w=0 and 
δa
a

=
2
3

δt
t



Gravitational Effects

• Since the CMB temp is cooling like  a local change in the 
scale factor changes the local temperature:

T ∝ a−1

Θ = −
δa
a

= −
2
3

Ψ

• Combining this with Ψ to form the effective potential gives:

Θ + Ψ =
1
3

Ψ

• The consequence is that over-dense regions where Ψ is negative 
(potential wells) are actually the cold spots of the CMB! 



Gravitational Effects



Baryonic Effects

• We add more complexity to our model by including the inertia caused 
by baryons in the plasma

• Baryons add extra mass to the photon-baryon fluid 
• Controlling parameter is the momentum density ratio:

R ≡
pb + ρb

pγ + ργ
≈ 30Ωbh2 ( a

10−3 )
• Momentum density of the joint system is conserved:

Of order unity at 
recombination

(ργ + pγ) vγ + (ρb + pb) vb ≈ (ργ + pγ + ρb + pb) vγ

= (1 + R) (ργ + pγ) vγb

In the tightly coupled 
plasma vγ ≈ vb ≈ vγb



Baryonic Effects

• The Euler equation becomes:
·

[(1 + R)(ργ + pγ)vγb] = − 4
·a
a

(1 + R)(ργ + pγ)vγb − ∇pγ − (1 + R)(ργ + pγ)∇Ψ

·
[(1 + R)vγb] = kΘ + (1 + R)kΨ

• Using the same continuity equation as before gives us the oscillator 
equation for the tight coupling or perfect fluid regime:

·[(1 + R) ·Θ] +
1
3

k2Θ = −
1
3

k2(1 + R)Ψ −
·[(1 + R) ·Φ]



Baryonic Effects

• We can make some assumptions to clean up the previous expression
• Continue to use the matter dominated approx where Ψ = -Φ = const
• The adiabatic approx where change in R is slow compared to 

frequency of oscillation 
• The sound speed now takes the form:

·R/R ≪ ω = kcs

c2
s =

·pγ + ·pb
·ργ + ·ρb

=
1

3(1 + R)

• And solution take the form

[Θ + (1 + R)Ψ](η) = [Θ + (1 + R)Ψ](0) cos(ks)
Similar to oscillations when adding mass to a spring in a constant gravitational field



Baryonic Effects

• 3 effects of the baryon loading:
• Amplitude of oscillations increases by a factor (1+3R)
• Equilibrium point of the oscillation is shifted relative to zero effective 

temperature, the even and odd peaks have different amplitude  
 
 
 

• Lowering the sound speed changes the acoustic scale as:

[Θ + Ψ]n
= [±(1 + 3R) − 3R] 1

3
Ψ(0)

[Θ + Ψ]1
− [Θ + Ψ]2

= [−6R] 1
3

Ψ(0)

ℓA ∝ 1 + R



Baryonic Effects

• 3 effects of the baryon loading:
• Amplitude of oscillations increases by a factor (1+3R)
• Equilibrium point of the oscillation is shifted relative to zero effective 

temperature, the even and odd peaks have different amplitude  
 
 
 

• Lowering the sound speed changes the acoustic  
scale as:

[Θ + Ψ]n
= [±(1 + 3R) − 3R] 1

3
Ψ(0)

[Θ + Ψ]1
− [Θ + Ψ]2

= [−6R] 1
3

Ψ(0)

ℓA ∝ 1 + R
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Fig. 15. Baryons and matter. Baryons change the relative heights of the even and odd peaks through their
inertia in the plasma. The matter-radiation ratio also changes the overall amplitude of the oscillations from
driving e↵ects. Adapted from Hu and Dodelson (2002).

second and third peaks (e.g. Hu et al. 2001). The dependence of the spectrum on the baryon density
⌦mh

2 is shown in Fig. 15. Constraints on the third peak from the DASI experiment (Pryke et al.
2001) represented the first direct evidence for dark matter at the epoch of recombination. Current
constraints from a combination of WMAP and higher resolution ground and balloon based data yield
⌦mh

2 = 0.135 ± 0.007 (Reichardt et al. (2008)). Since this parameter controls the error on the
distance to recombination through equation (131) and the matter power spectrum (see below), it is
important to improve the precision of its measurement with the third higher peaks.

Damping Tail: Consistency— Under the standard thermal history of §2 and matter content, the
parameters that control the first 3 peaks also determine the structure of the damping tail at ` > 103:
namely, the angular diameter distance to recombination D⇤, the baryon density ⌦bh

2 and the matter
density ⌦mh

2. When the damping tail was first discovered by the CBI experiment (Padin et al. 2001),
it supplied compelling support for the standard theoretical modeling of the physics at recombination
outlined here. Currently the best constraints on the damping tail are from the ACBAR experiment
(Reichardt et al. 2008, see Fig. 7). Consistency between the low order peaks and the damping tail
can be used to make precision tests of recombination and any physics beyond the standard model at
that epoch. For example, damping tail measurements can be used to constrain the evolution of the
fine structure constant.

Matter Power Spectrum: Shape & Amplitude — The acoustic peaks also determine the shape and
amplitude of the matter power spectrum. Firstly, acoustic oscillations are shared by the baryons. In
particular, the plasma motion kinematically produces enhancements of density near recombination
(see Eqn. 113))

�b ⇡ �k⌘⇤vb(⌘⇤) ⇡ �k⌘⇤v�(⌘⇤) . (132)

This enhancement then imprints into the matter power spectrum at an amplitude reduced by ⇢b/⇢m

due to the small baryon fraction (Hu and Sugiyama 1996). Secondly, the gravitational potentials
that the cold dark matter perturbations fall in are evolving through the plasma epoch due to the



Baryonic Effects

• Baryons load down the photon-baryon plasma and add inertial 
(and gravitational) mass to the oscillating system. 

• Like when you add mass to a spring. More mass loading the 
spring, it falls further before pulled back by the spring. But it 
rebounds to the same position it started! 

• Since the odd numbered (first, third, fifth...) acoustic peaks are 
associated with how far the plasma "falls" into gravitational 
potential wells (how much the plasma compresses), they are 
enhanced by an increase in the amount of baryons in the 
universe. The even numbered peaks (second, fourth, sixth) are 
associated with how far the plasma "rebounds" (how much the 
plasma rarefies). Thus with the addition of baryons the odd peaks 
are enhanced over the even peaks.  For example, baryons make 
the first acoustic peak much larger than the second.  The more 
baryons the more the second peak is relatively suppressed.  



Damping (final piece of the puzzle)

• We considered oscillations in the tight coupling approximation - photons and 
baryons respond to pressure and gravity as a single fluid

• Fluid imperfections are associated with the Compton mean free path
• Dissipation becomes strong at the diffusion scale, the distance a photon can 

random walk in a given time η 

λD = Nλc = η/λcλc = ηλc

• Supplement the photon continuity equation with the baryon continuity equation
·δb = − kvb − 3 ·Φ·Θ = −

k
3

vγ − ·Φ



Damping

• The momentum conservation equation must also be separated into photon 
and baryon pieces:

·vγ = k(Θ + Ψ) −
k
6

πγ − ·τ(vγ − vb)

·vb = −
·a
a

vb + kΨ + ·τ(vγ − vb)/R

photons gain an 
anisotropic stress 

term πγ from radiation 
viscosity

• Viscosity is generated from radiation streaming  from hot to cold regions. From 
full radiative transfer calculations 

πγ ≈ 2Avvγ
k
·τ

Where Av=16/15



Damping

• Oscillator equation takes the final form:

c2
s

d
dη

(c−2
s

·Θ) +
k2c2

s
·τ

[Av + Ah]
·Θ + k2c2

s Θ = −
k2

3
Ψ − c2

s
d
dη

(c−2
s

·Φ)

• Solving in the adiabatic condition, with trial solution Θ ∝ exp(i∫ ωdη)

ω = ± kcs [1 ± i
2

kcs
·τ

(Av + Ah)]
• The imaginary term in the dispersion relation gives an exponential damping

exp(i∫ ωdη) = e±iks exp [−k2 ∫ dη
1
2

c2
s
·τ

(Av + Ah)] = e±iks exp [−(k/kD)2]



Damping

• The diffusion wavenumber is given by,

k−2
D = ∫ dη

1
·τ

1
6(1 + R) ( 16

15
+

R2

1 + R )
lim
R→0

k−2
D =

1
6

16
15 ∫ dη1/ ·τ

lim
R→∞

k−2
D =

1
6 ∫ dη1/ ·τ

In the limits of R

The dissipation 
scale is  λD =

2π
kD

∼
2π

6
η ·τ−1

Since the diffusion length changes rapidly through 
recombination and the medium changes from 
optically thick to optically thin, the damping 
estimates above are only qualitative. A full 
Boltzmann (radiative transfer solution) shows a 
more gradual, but still exponential, damping.

This length scale can also be used as a standard 
ruler like the position of the 1st peak. A good 
check of consistency and flatness of the 
Universe.



Overview: Information in the peaks

• First Peak: Curvature and Dark Energy — The comparison between the 
predicted acoustic peak scale and its angular extent provides a measurement 
of the angular diameter distance to recombination. The angular diameter 
distance in turn depends on the spatial curvature and expansion history of the 
universe. 

•

CMB Theory from Nucleosynthesis to Recombination 29
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Fig. 14. Curvature and dark energy. Given a fixed physical scale for the acoustic peaks (fixed ⌦bh
2 and

⌦mh
2) the observed angular position of the peaks provides a measure of the angular diameter distance and the

parameters it depends on: curvature, dark energy density and dark energy equation of state. Changes at low
` multipoles are due to the decay of the gravitational potential after matter domination from the integrated
Sachs-Wolfe e↵ect.
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and the expansion rate prior to recombination which is determined by the matter radiation ratio
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The calibration of these two quantities involves the higher acoustic peaks. The bottom line is that
the limiting factor in the calibration is the precision with which the matter density is known
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2)
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. (131)

In principle the Planck satellite can achieve a 1% measurement of the matter density or a ⇠ 0.25%
measure of distance. Current errors on the distance are ⇠ 1-2%.

Second Peak: Baryons — The baryon-photon ratio controls the even-odd modulation of peak heights
through the baryon loading e↵ect (see §3.4). The second peak represents rarefaction of the acoustic
wave in a gravitational potential and hence is suppressed in amplitude by the baryon inertia. The
dependence of the spectrum on the baryon density ⌦bh

2 is shown in Fig. 15. Since the first tentative
detection of the second peak (de Bernardis et al. 2000) the CMB has placed limits on the baryon
density. Currently its measurement, largely from WMAP (Spergel et al. 2007), gives ⌦bh

2 = 0.0227±
0.0006 (Reichardt et al. 2008). This is well enough constrained that associated errors on the sound
horizon and shape of the matter power spectrum (see below) are small.

Third Peak: Dark Matter — The third peak begins to show the e↵ects of the matter-radiation ratio on
the overall amplitude of the acoustic peaks. Furthermore, decay in the gravitational potential during
radiation domination would reduce the baryon loading e↵ect and change the peak height ratios of the
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• Second Peak: Baryons — The baryon-photon ratio controls the even-odd 
modulation of peak heights through the baryon loading effect. The second 
peak represents rarefaction of the acoustic wave in a gravitational potential 
and hence is suppressed in amplitude by the baryon inertia. 30
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Fig. 15. Baryons and matter. Baryons change the relative heights of the even and odd peaks through their
inertia in the plasma. The matter-radiation ratio also changes the overall amplitude of the oscillations from
driving e↵ects. Adapted from Hu and Dodelson (2002).

second and third peaks (e.g. Hu et al. 2001). The dependence of the spectrum on the baryon density
⌦mh

2 is shown in Fig. 15. Constraints on the third peak from the DASI experiment (Pryke et al.
2001) represented the first direct evidence for dark matter at the epoch of recombination. Current
constraints from a combination of WMAP and higher resolution ground and balloon based data yield
⌦mh

2 = 0.135 ± 0.007 (Reichardt et al. (2008)). Since this parameter controls the error on the
distance to recombination through equation (131) and the matter power spectrum (see below), it is
important to improve the precision of its measurement with the third higher peaks.

Damping Tail: Consistency— Under the standard thermal history of §2 and matter content, the
parameters that control the first 3 peaks also determine the structure of the damping tail at ` > 103:
namely, the angular diameter distance to recombination D⇤, the baryon density ⌦bh

2 and the matter
density ⌦mh

2. When the damping tail was first discovered by the CBI experiment (Padin et al. 2001),
it supplied compelling support for the standard theoretical modeling of the physics at recombination
outlined here. Currently the best constraints on the damping tail are from the ACBAR experiment
(Reichardt et al. 2008, see Fig. 7). Consistency between the low order peaks and the damping tail
can be used to make precision tests of recombination and any physics beyond the standard model at
that epoch. For example, damping tail measurements can be used to constrain the evolution of the
fine structure constant.

Matter Power Spectrum: Shape & Amplitude — The acoustic peaks also determine the shape and
amplitude of the matter power spectrum. Firstly, acoustic oscillations are shared by the baryons. In
particular, the plasma motion kinematically produces enhancements of density near recombination
(see Eqn. 113))

�b ⇡ �k⌘⇤vb(⌘⇤) ⇡ �k⌘⇤v�(⌘⇤) . (132)

This enhancement then imprints into the matter power spectrum at an amplitude reduced by ⇢b/⇢m

due to the small baryon fraction (Hu and Sugiyama 1996). Secondly, the gravitational potentials
that the cold dark matter perturbations fall in are evolving through the plasma epoch due to the

Q: why does the 
overall amplitude 
decrease for more 
matter (dark matter)?
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second and third peaks (e.g. Hu et al. 2001). The dependence of the spectrum on the baryon density
⌦mh

2 is shown in Fig. 15. Constraints on the third peak from the DASI experiment (Pryke et al.
2001) represented the first direct evidence for dark matter at the epoch of recombination. Current
constraints from a combination of WMAP and higher resolution ground and balloon based data yield
⌦mh

2 = 0.135 ± 0.007 (Reichardt et al. (2008)). Since this parameter controls the error on the
distance to recombination through equation (131) and the matter power spectrum (see below), it is
important to improve the precision of its measurement with the third higher peaks.

Damping Tail: Consistency— Under the standard thermal history of §2 and matter content, the
parameters that control the first 3 peaks also determine the structure of the damping tail at ` > 103:
namely, the angular diameter distance to recombination D⇤, the baryon density ⌦bh

2 and the matter
density ⌦mh

2. When the damping tail was first discovered by the CBI experiment (Padin et al. 2001),
it supplied compelling support for the standard theoretical modeling of the physics at recombination
outlined here. Currently the best constraints on the damping tail are from the ACBAR experiment
(Reichardt et al. 2008, see Fig. 7). Consistency between the low order peaks and the damping tail
can be used to make precision tests of recombination and any physics beyond the standard model at
that epoch. For example, damping tail measurements can be used to constrain the evolution of the
fine structure constant.

Matter Power Spectrum: Shape & Amplitude — The acoustic peaks also determine the shape and
amplitude of the matter power spectrum. Firstly, acoustic oscillations are shared by the baryons. In
particular, the plasma motion kinematically produces enhancements of density near recombination
(see Eqn. 113))

�b ⇡ �k⌘⇤vb(⌘⇤) ⇡ �k⌘⇤v�(⌘⇤) . (132)

This enhancement then imprints into the matter power spectrum at an amplitude reduced by ⇢b/⇢m

due to the small baryon fraction (Hu and Sugiyama 1996). Secondly, the gravitational potentials
that the cold dark matter perturbations fall in are evolving through the plasma epoch due to the

Q: why does the 
peak move left right 
for changing matter?
Q2: why not much 
change for baryon?



Overview: Information in the peaks

• Damping Tail: Consistency— Under the standard thermal history and matter 
content, the parameters that control the first 3 peaks also determine the structure 
of the damping tail at l>103

• it supplied compelling support for the standard theoretical modeling of the physics 
at recombination 

• Consistency between the low order peaks and the damping tail can be used to 
make precision tests of recombination and any physics beyond the standard 
model at that epoch 



The full story

● The temperature fluctuations broken down:

● Anything missing?

ΔT( ̂n)
T

=
δT(t*, ̂n)

T̄
(t*) + Φ(t*, ̂n) − Φ(t0,0)
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Useful Resources

● Wayne Hu lecture notes  
http://background.uchicago.edu/~whu/Courses/ast448_18.html 

● Eiichiro Komatsu lecture notes  
https://wwwmpa.mpa-garching.mpg.de/~komatsu/lectures--reviews.html 

● Boltzmann derivation
● Yacine Ali-Haïmoud’s lecture notes [https://cosmo.nyu.edu/yacine/]
● ‘Cosmology’ - Weinberg 

http://background.uchicago.edu/~whu/Courses/ast448_18.html
https://wwwmpa.mpa-garching.mpg.de/~komatsu/lectures--reviews.html
https://cosmo.nyu.edu/yacine/


Homework

● Due before next class 

● Install CAMB (or CLASS)
● Investigate the change in the power spectrum with varying a cosmological parameter of your 

choice (repeat this for another parameter of your choice).
● Explain why the shape of the power spectrum changes in words or with reference to the 

equations. 

● Fit to real data: 
● Download the WMAP 9 year temperature power spectrum data (including errors)
● Measure chi2 for a cosmological model evaluated on the data 
● Constrain cosmological parameters using MCMC etc (Not mandatory for full mark) 

● Please explain in words what you are doing! We will give marks for good explanations :)


